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About This Game

SpaceDweller is a turn based game where you have to fight against the Empire that attacked your sector. Explore various star
systems, upgrade your ship and destroy your enemies. Combine modules and satellites in a multitude of ways each with unique

abilities to gain an advantage in battle.

Features:

 Procedurally generated enemies and levels.

 Your enemies can have unique abilities that require special approaches and creative thinking to take down.

 A wide selection of modules and satellites take you can creatively deploy to help destroy the opposing Empire.

 A custom-made soundtrack to help fully immerse you within the game.

 Shoot 'em Up missions.

 Destroy enemy flagships to dicover the lore.

 A permadeath function.
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Bought this on sale. Just finished the Western Hole and looking forward to the rest of the game. Delightfully quirky and feels a
lot like a streamlined version of DQ3.
Lots of good ideas in this title. Classes are well done. I really like the over world hidden locations and wandering NPCs.
Monster names are entertaining. Battles are fairly vanilla (but they wrap up very quickly, so it's not so bad).. I really want to give
this game a good review, it's art style is super cute, the level design and mechanic for traveling is fresh, the combat is simple and
arcade-y...but the weird, misplaced high school level objectification of young girls and women that feels shoved in there and
perpendicular to any other aspect of the game is hard to look past, as it pops up over and over. Even some of the female enemies
could be passed off as cutesy but then you run into the ridiculously (childishly) sexualized bosses and get slapped in the face, or
talk to the wrong person in town and have some random gross encounter vs the other well fitting jokes and general casual-ness
of the game.. All in all, I think this is a really fun game, and I've had a lot of fun trying to complete the speedruns (which I'm
usually not a fan of). For the price of only 6,99\u20ac, I would highly recommend this small indie gem.. I REALLY recommend
getting this game, I have been playing it for tons of hours and it never gets boring. I also love how this game is MUCH more
complex than Game Dev Tycoon, but can still be enjoyable for hours.. It's pretty much like many flappy bird clones, The
helicopter only flies in angles. You catch people and go back to the base. A cute, fun mobile game but not so much a PC game..
Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: Burst Into

Version: Hotfix (05.04.2018)

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=iCFEDVAiUaM

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I find it hard to believe that this game will be in a presentable state within the half year to year expected development time as
mentioned in the Early Access Game description. There are some fundamental flaws with the basic menu system that require a
full shutdown of the program to fix to say the least. When attempting to start up the third map, the game failed to load into the
map and the menus from previous screens started to overlap over each other. I also noticed the main menu\u2019s background
was acting up after testing it on several different resolutions (using the default Unity menu upon launching, as the game
doesn\u2019t even have a basic options menu). There is also an issue with volume control that makes weapons sound louder on
certain maps that could be fixed with a simple volume menu.

The issues continue in the form of movement difficulties that might be attributed to the obscene level design. The character
struts in the most awkward fashion, but it isn\u2019t as much of a concern as the hitching or elevation problems that slow or
even stop your character. Jumping can help fix this problem, but even with a jogging start the character model barely makes it.
Weapons rain down from the sky in certain parts of the map, one of which is a single room in the third map that bottlenecks in a
single hallway. Ground vehicles also move at a snails pace and have a hard time turning (possibly another issue with the terrain
unevenness). I know the issues regarding the flying saucer could be fixed with a simple keybind menu and some animation
fixes. Outside of this, the main issue is with level design\u2019s randomness and the aiming mechanics that can cause a rocket
to explode the second it is fired (as if the weapon was clipping with the character mode).

As you can probably tell from the above mentioned issues, I cannot recommend this game even with the below $3 price tag. I
really do hope the developer can bring the game up to par before their planned release estimate, but right now I find it highly
unlikely given the level design and menu errors. I wish them luck, but also recommend focusing on adding expected features
(options menu) before releasing paid extras.

This has been a EAW PSA.. I love the simplicity of this game! Really well designed and probably even more fun on an iPad or
iPhone!

Great game!!

Here is a quick video review of the game so you can see for yourself!!
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c17oVj44oY8. New cars are better than drugs. Its time to repair some expensive Bentleys
asses.
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Hard Reset has problems. Huge, giant, glaring problems. Problems that really drag the game down. And that's a shame, because
if Hard Reset didn't have these problems, it might actually be a decent game.

Hard Reset bills itself on being an old-school shooter, and in some ways it succeeds. You get to wield a veritable arsenal of
different and unique weapons that you can switch to fluidly with a twist of the mouse wheel. The controls are very well
optimized, most of the weapons have some weight to them, and the action keeps coming at a constant pace. Worth mentioning is
the wonderful synergy between all your weapons. You can launch a gravity grenade at your foes to condense them all in one
place, then quickly swap to your rocket launcher and take them all out with one missile. The things that are done well in Hard
Reset are done very well. On top of all that, the graphics and environments are gorgeous.

Unfortunately, the things that Hard Reset does poorly, it does very poorly. First and foremost is the story. The story is not just
terrible, it is utterly incomprehensible. It borders on EYE: Divine Cybermancy levels of lunacy, but without that tongue and
cheek feeling of "we know this doesn't make any damned sense". It tries to sell its bizarre and nonsensical story straight, and
fails utterly. It is told only by cutscenes inbetween levels, and it's very telling that the game gives you the option to automatically
skip all of these cutscenes in the options menu during any playthrough. And the ending... ugh. I won't spoil it, but the endings to
both the main game and the DLC campaign are terrible. Once the story suddenly starts attempting to make a tiny bit of sense,
the game just ends.

But on to the gameplay. In Hard Reset, you shoot a lot of robots. That is the gameplay. Sometimes there will be small robots,
sometimes there will be large robots, and on three levels there will be a boss. There are, quite literally, only three or four
different types of robots: the big ones, the small ones, the flying ones, and some other one that I can't even remember but
vaguely recall the existence of, as if from a dream. You will be doing this for several hours. At first it will be incredibly
satisfying. Then it will become dull and repetitive. Then the difficulty will spike, and it will become torturous and frustrating.

And those difficulty spikes are a doozy. You know those robots that take seventeen rockets to kill? You know how you finally
downed one? Well, Howsabout you fight two more? Then two more after that. Then two more after that. Then three more and
some assorted tiny robots to throw you off-guard. Then one more, but this one has twice as many hitpoints for some reason. And
where is the checkpoint in all this? Why, its about five minutes before you even downed the first robot. And yes, the
checkpoints really are that terrible. One of Hard Reset's greatest failures is that, for an old-school shooter, they have completely
omitted one of the most useful and revered functions of old-school shooters: the quicksave button. Granted, you wouldn't need
to quicksave if the checkpoints were any good, but they're not. They are terrible. I really must reiterate how terrible the
checkpoints are.

Despite doing some things terribly, Hard Reset isn't a terrible game, it's just by no means a great one. There are so many games
that do what Hard Reset tries to do, but better. If you want a satisfying old-school shooter, pick up the Shadow Warrior remake
or dig through Steam's backlogs for proper old-school titles. Hard Reset might be worth picking up on sale just to knock around
with, but with so many better games out there, I can't recommend you pick up this title at full price.. Doesnt even run. Same
feature set as free version available from fans. Wasted $5 for a game I really liked when it came out a long time ago.. Prepare to
die a lot.. lightweight platformer game where a green cat you are playing for runs on randomly generated blocks - you have
everything in a game - enemies, traps, mines, weapons - just be careful and fast - i would call it a hardcore platformer where you
need to try again and again.
can recommend for any platformer lover - its not expensive, properly done, and a real challenge.. The puzzles aren't great, the
writing and dialogue aren't great, the minigames are kinda ok but the plot is pure wtf.
I recommend this one just for the plot and the game looks kinda nice. Too bad they didn't go as far with all the being inside
others head as Psychonauts did (play that game if you haven't already, it's pure gold).. Bought this game because it looked cool
from the trailer, it is awesome :) Very happy with my purchase.. I enjoyed this one a little more then the first one. The story
took place many years after the first one, and although they did embelish the first ones story, it barely contained the family from
the first one. The mirror in the sequel was way more sinister though. In the first one he seemed like someone who was wronged
and was taking revenge. In the second one he was out for world destruction. The graphics were better and the HOG sections had
every piece reveal another piece, which the first one was hit or miss. Overall I say it was 49 cents well spent. Not sure if I'd want
to pay more for a game that offered about 3 hours of game play.
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